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‘Naw, we gotta learn to see through things. That’s movement, 
seeing though; gotta learn to love that. Gotta learn to live being 
seen through. Things are apparencies, lenses, not like open cas-
kets through american pictures but what, in turning from the 
illusive, delusional density of that things, let lovers get down 
in the environment. The work is alleyway in its disappearance, 
when disappearance ain’t just vanishing but radical indivisibil-
ity that apposes, in radical presence, the merely apparent. Dis-
apparent, radical presence is dissed appearance; it’s like some 
lotion made of valyrical steel by valerie oliver. If the art world 
is just a formal conspiracy to make sure that nothing that’s 
seen through is detained in things that can only be seen when 
they’re the only things to see; if what it is to see through radial 
preens is obscured by desire for the monument, the mirror of 
the dead, which–with sound logic and absent morals–identifies 
inapparent instrumentality as a degraded antagonist; and if the 
work just wants to be a disappearing passage to the sociological 
plain through white, vampiric omnicide, one by one: then, naw, 
man, we got to see if we can see through some echomuseco-
logical museology and an arrange the scene we set, and h’ain’t, 
and see through. Feld’s field. Baldwin’s scene, individual, under 
visual, felt, relaxed in all that, accompanied by creek and cas-
tanet, while creek and castanet are sung to by Michelle. Why 
destroy a Schutz when you can destroy a Rembrandt? I used 
to know all these people who know how to see through this. 
Then, I found myself, here.’

Fred Moten
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My letters! all dead paper, . . . mute and white ! — 
And yet they seem alive and quivering 
Against my tremulous hands which loose the string 
And let them drop down on my knee to-night. 
This said, ... he wished to have me in his sight 
Once  as a en  th s xed a day in spring 
To come and touch my hand ... a simple thing, 
Yet I wept for it! — this, ... the paper's light . . . 
Said, Dear, I love thee; and I sank and quailed 
As if  God's future thundered on my past. 
This said, I am thine — and so its ink has paled 
With lying at my heart that beat too fast. 
And this . . . O Love, thy words have ill availed, 
If, what this said, I dared repeat at last! 

 
An unaccustomed ripeness in the wood;  
move but an inch and moldy splinters fall  
in sawdust from the aluminum-paint wall, 
once loud and fresh, now aged to weathered wood. 
Squalls of  the seagulls' exaggerated outcry,  
dimmed out by fog . . . Peace, peace. All day the words  
h  sty sh hoo s. Now, heart's-ease and wormwood, 
we rest from all discussion, drinking, smoking, 
pills for high blood, three pairs of  glasses — soaking 
in the sweat of  our hard-earned supremacy, 
offering a child our leathery love. We're ty, 
and free! Young, tottering on the dizzying brink 
of  discretion once, we wanted nothing,  
but to be old, do nothing, type and think. 
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There was never a sound beside the wood but one, 
And that was my long scythe whispering to the ground. 
What was it it whispered? I knew not well myself; 
Perhaps it was something about the heat of  the sun, 
Something, perhaps, about the lack of  sound — 
And that was why it whispered and did not speak. 
It was no dream of  the gift of  idle hours, 
Or easy gold at the hand of  fay or elf: 
Anything more than the truth would have seemed too weak 
To the earnest love that laid the swale in rows, 
Not without feeble-pointed spikes of  flowers 
(Pale orchises), and scared a bright green snake. 
The fact is the sweetest dream that labor knows. 
My long scythe whispered and left the hay to make. 

’Tis better to be vile than vile esteem’d, 
When not to be receives reproach of  being, 
And the just pleasure lost which is so deem'd 
Not by our feeling but by others' seeing: 
For why should others false adulterate eyes 
Give salutation to my sportive blood? 
Or on my frailties why are frailer spies, 
Which in their wills count bad what I think good? 
No, I am that I am, and they that level 
At my abuses reckon up their own: 
I may be straight, though they themselves be bevel; 
By their rank thoughts my deeds must not be shown; 
Unless this general evil they maintain, 
All men are bad, and in their badness reign. 
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Readable at Easter, the arrows flash to the lonely 
mark and spell ruin quite quickly, in fact make 
up the letters in triple nourishing layers. Beyond  
this, light and some kind of  extraction, the heart- 
felt sighs drawn off  like grass—there’s nothing in 
the way of  dawn with its bald patches, why don’t the  
men on the other side get up & do it? The heart  
has its excuses, no friend waits who has not met 
the postman half-way down the beach, calmly in- 
different. Wake up wake up he shouts through the  
open window and you reach for the time, feeling  
the warm air & its wax. Otherwise the rest is just 
absolute; right down at the foot of  the buttress a mark 
of  wasted affection lies awry, all falling apart. 

 
Many in aftertimes will say of  you  
‘He loved her’ – while of  me what will they say?  
Not that I loved you more than just in play,  
For fashion’s sake as idle women do.  
Even let them prate; who know not what we knew  
Of  love and parting in exceeding pain.  
Of  parting hopeless here to meet again,  
Hopeless on earth, and heaven is out of  view.  
But by my heart of  love laid bare to you.  
My love that you can make not void nor vain,  

Beyond this passage of  the gate of  death,  
I charge you at the Judgment make it plain  
My love of  you was life and not a breath.  
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lineage of the poem.2 I mean, what kind of idea of prowess or 
skill or exceptionalism isn’t built on something akin to white 
supremacy? And so for what I hope are pretty obvious reasons, 
I started to think about the exclusions in the poems I had made 
by laying shapes over the poems, which weren’t really so much 
exclusions as they simply allowed the background and founda-
tion of the poem in. Which began to play with the inside and 
outside of the poem in a classically deconstructive way. The 
erasure of one kind of purity by means of another. Is this pro-
gress? The way that the cuts in the poems didn’t allow further 
differentiation, but only a sinking. How the white spaces just 
came in and took over as if by default. And what’s important 
is that like when you see the arrival of someone like Albery 
Allson Whitman–for Müller, the publication in 1877 of Whit-
man’s ‘Sonnet: The Montenegrin’ marks the beginning of the 
tradition of the Black sonnet in America–it’s like the end of 
slavery in the United States, which was the start of a struggle 
and nothing like an end. And you can see this again and again. 
Like when women were culturally ‘allowed’ to write as women 
(as in the example of Christine de Pizan), it became a moment 
in which they were ceded the mantel of respectability but only 
on certain terms–a moment in which certain people who had 
been excluded from certain forms of merit are given access to 
it in a kind of hegemonic allowance.3 How they’re given access 
to the supposedly neutral space of a contemporary European 
white male cis hetero form as the default form of things. Which 
maybe is a good thing or maybe the sonnet or writing in gen-
eral is a tool in the house of the master.4 And so there was 
something in the way that this isn’t so much about exclusions 
as it is about letting other people in on the party. Which is the 
‘troubling space’ of the sonnet. As in the problematisation of 
the sonnet by June Jordan and others. Or the way that the idea 
of the sonnet functioned for Amiri Baraka or for the way that 
sonnets or villanelles or sestinas became a kind of currency in 
places which weren’t necessarily exclusive to white voices, but 
which are exclusionary in other, maybe more tacit ways to those 
who might be seen as undesirable. Whether it is being poor or 
lower class or black or brown or a woman or queer or so many 

WHAT WERE YOU THINKING ABOUT IN THIS WORK?

The start of the thing really came with thinking about John 
Baldessari who had just died and trying to work with a poem 
in the same way that he approached visual artworks. About 
how blotting out part of a work changes it in drastic ways. I 
guess Baldessari kind of rued the fact that his legacy might be 
boiled down to being the guy who put dots on people’s faces, 
but it is effective in a kind of immediate way and I wanted 
something similar for a poem.1 A poem is really different from 
a visual artwork, but there’s a lot of common ground, particu-
larly when you’re looking at something like a poem that can 
be taken in (in some sense) all at once. It’s not like a novel 
where you can’t look at all the words at the same time. With 
a lot of poems you can, even if you’re not reading them. You 
can still look at a poem of a certain length and understand 
something about it. This is something I remember talking about 
with Don Share [former editor of Poetry magazine] a long time 
ago now–about how you can understand something about a 
poem just by looking at it. By looking at the shape that it cuts 
on the page. This is really true when you think about poems 
composed according to an open field or when you consider 
a poem–any poem–according to a logic of an open field. I 
mean, what does it mean when you think about a poem and 
the way that it sits, historically, among any number of other 
things, on a page or as part of a network of other effects? The 
sonnet really does something unique in that it makes this nice, 
brief shape that you can take in all at once and that conveys a 
certain kind of poetic gravitas. The shape of the sonnet signi-
fies something in a way that other poetic forms don’t–maybe 
haiku does something similar–the sonnet really evokes a kind 
of historical lineage. It says something about the poet and the 
poem that is written and lends it an air of legitimacy and the 
form takes on a meaningful ripeness. And vice versa. This is 
something Timo Müller talks about in his book on the Black 
sonnet in America: that the sonnet was for a long time, until 
it was partially wrested away, a symbol of some kind of sup-
posed technical prowess built on a white supremacist European 
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of American experience. That it is a continually-revised history. 
‘The American partiality to myths of redemption and damna-
tion’, as Sontag put it.5 And that’s the supposed glory of Amer-
ican democracy–that it can be continually revised through a 
process of amendment–but we can see how the physical cost of 
that process might be brought to its limit in the current climate. 
That revision isn’t always possible due to a lack of resources or 
other pressures or other more pressing concerns. Or how the 
revision is just an aesthetic artifice. That by getting down on our 
knees and praying we don’t really come to believe like Pascal 
which might be an inverse of the supposed function of ideolo-
gy.6 It’s that with speech there are still physical limits that are 
tied to human living. As long as there’s breath. Which is the 
message of Olson7 or of saying ‘I can’t breathe’8 which is the 
cutting off of the possibility of the future in a cruel and terrible 
way. The idea of poetry is too closely and horribly threatened 
by white supremacy. And I think that this is the main point: 
there is always, without the violence of the state or oppression, 
the possibility for an unending chorus of voices. There is always 
room for everyone. And this isn’t a moralising position, but a 
merely factual one.

BUT TO TURN BACK TO THE POEMS PRESENTED HERE …

It’s all about the question of poetry. I don’t think that any 
of this is distinct from thinking about poetry or art or politics 
which are all basic features of human life and are all equally 
co-present. It’s only the idea of capital and selling and the 
desire for an accumulation which is different. The moment 
you start to think in an abstracted manner of relation between 
or among people is when it all goes to shit. And poetry and 
form offers just one possibility among many. I guess in my 
mind poetry is never a representational or relational thing. It’s 
always just its own thing–if it’s poetry. So even this work isn’t 
solely grounded in one argument or another. It acts variously 
according to the capacities of its being and its situations and 
occurrences. Poetry can never say just one thing given its forms, 
histories, shapes, networks of distribution, not to mention the 

other ‘reasons’. And these are places that wouldn’t want to talk 
about this. Who would want to admit to any exclusion, racial 
or otherwise? After all, I’m not sure it’s possible to count the 
number of university programs that are founded on the, and I 
hasten to be careful with such a vague term, neoliberal principle 
of meritocracy, that those who ‘are able might step forward’, 
which is of course a morally negligent idea. All of which is to 
say that the poems here are set against a backdrop of thinking 
about the question of race or skin colour or history and the 
idea of exclusion in American life. And what that means for 
all of us. The damage and the violence that it does to all of us 
and the damage and violence that we continue to perpetrate on 
ourselves and others in our participation in American artistic, 
social, civic, and political life.

THAT’S A LONG ANSWER TO A SHORT QUESTION.

I guess maybe not long enough. Either in the sense that we 
shouldn’t worry how long we talk about justice when talking is 
all we can do–which seems like it is all I can do sitting here in 
England in the middle of a pandemic–but also in the sense of 
the hermeneutic thinking behind the work of art or any idea in 
which there is always more than is able to be said that fills out 
the background to any statement. That anything I say or can 
say is never, absolutely never, the total of what I’m thinking 
or capable of saying. There’s an interesting resonance between 
this idea and the Chomskian linguistic idea about language and 
generative grammar that there is an absolute freedom of expres-
sion as you are able to keep adding to what is said whether 
in the form of prepositional phrases or an enormous litany of 
adjectives; the point is that you can keep talking, keep gener-
ating new meanings. Which is interesting in poetry in way that 
one line follows the other. How an attention to each word can 
negate a previous word, complicate it, render it to mean some-
thing else. How blotting out some words gives new meaning 
to those that are left. And I don’t mean just in a kind of rou-
tine-erasure kind of way. The same thing can be said not just 
about language but the whole of human experience. The whole 
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that it is an historical form and links our work to a tradition 
going back hundreds of years. And maybe more than any other 
form besides a generic thinking of the ballad, connects us to 
a lyric tradition. And with that there’s a lot of thinking about 
the relationships between lines, between individual poems, how 
poems move in time as they’re read and so on. Where it cuts 
across and carried over from line to line to individual poems, 
across the whole sequence and pushes out and presses against 
the thinking of the idea of ‘the poems’. Which is something 
that Berrigan demonstrated really well in his sonnets. Which 
was probably the first book of poetry I ever really read.

WHAT’S LYRICAL ABOUT A POEM WHEN YOU CAN’T REALLY READ IT?

Part of it is the imagination of it. Or part of it is the pos-
sible recognition of the poem as it might be whole elsewhere. 
It’s about overtly recognising the role that the reader has in 
the poem. But also in recognising the way that that role of the 
reader is conditioned in some (white) way. There’s something 
lyrical about the sadness of the exclusion of some of us from the 
poem in different ways. That poems are oftentimes–and even 
these poems–set up to exclude some reader along some facet 
of their articulation. Some ways are more common and worthy 
of our attention, while others are less so and more personal. 
This second class of exclusions is ontologically the same at a 
certain level and not the same at all on another level. We need 
to be able to differentiate this. To understand what exclusions 
matter and which don’t. Not that this is under almost any cir-
cumstances a difficult question. Each is equally important, but 
one is worth our time in the present and the other is not. And 
that’s the condition of the lyric: of the pull between these two 
spaces of concern. Drama and the epic are always elsewhere, 
but the lyric is always here in the judgement of asking, is this 
important enough for our concern now? In the presentness of 
your present life. The Aristotelean ‘what is a good life’10 or ‘how 
to live?’11 The sonnet is really about that question, if you can 
follow where that’s coming from.

overburdened history of language and speech and everything 
that goes into making those systems function. The hope is that 
there are always multiple threads that can be pulled and fol-
lowed. That there is some kind of contradictory message going 
on. Something that makes the work complicated and makes it 
worthwhile to look closely at the poem, at the choice of the 
poems, at placements and dangling words. That defacing and 
critique can be generative processes. Some of the poems here 
are poems I love, others are some that I detest. Others I have a 
more complicated or even ambivalent relationship to. That the 
bracketing off of some semi-arbitrary space constructs a space 
for desire, even not knowing what might result. Iconoclasm 
is both an insult and a complement. But only along a certain 
vector of valuation.

WHAT’S IMPORTANT ABOUT THE SONNET?

More than anything, there is a solidity to it. And a brevity. 
It’s neatly packaged and works and is a form that is recognis-
able however it looks. It’s like recognising a sentence. Which 
is why the idea of the ‘American sonnet’ works. Or more rad-
ically, why Berrigan’s sonnets work, even though metastasised 
in their own ways.9 But the sonnet says something about poetry, 
about what a poem is, about poem-ness. Not necessarily in the 
musicality of a poem or a lyric, but in the rhetorical and con-
ceptual movement of it. That the sonnet today doesn’t have to 
be or isn’t entirely about the artifice of the thing, but it’s about 
how you think about the thing or the way that you approach 
the poem. Or that the poem, the thinking about the poem, is 
tied up in the seriality of it. That it is part of a sequence of 
thinking about what a poem is. That the poem as we under-
stand it is part of some sequence or tradition as a poem. The 
sonnet moves within this in a dual way: first that it as virtue of 
its own form is concerned with the thinking of the sequence, 
of how the poem builds within itself, across words and lines, 
how it moves in the volta, and across itself between poems. And 
how it is linked to a defined form while also, as in the case of 
Berrigan and others, totally escaping that form. But secondly, 
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even as it reaches out and depends on what remains outside of 
it. That there are processes of comparable encodings which are 
engaged in the process of the poem.

HOW DOES THIS TIE INTO THINKING ABOUT PUBLISHING OR HAVING A 
CAREER AS A POET?

Not very much, I don’t think. Not that those kinds of things 
aren’t that far from my thinking at any point. But nothing here 
is too directly implicated in this line of thought. Except for the 
way that I generally like to publish, usually just putting some-
thing together and making it available according to a timeline 
that suits me. For me what’s usually important is just avoiding 
a lot of the work of publishing. The time of submissions and 
worrying about audiences. I have a hard enough time trying 
to keep a job that I don’t have too much extra time outside 
of being a parent and a partner to worry about anything other 
than writing in my ‘free’ time. I usually only have an hour or 
an hour and half at night after the kids are asleep that I’m still 
able to be somewhat productive in writing. Some time on week-
ends. But working a job keeps me away from it. There’s part 
of the appropriative form of this kind of work that makes it fit 
to my current schedule. That it’s something that’s easy to just 
think about, to kind of casually consider in a way that’s distinct 
from works which are more traditionally writerly. Or even other 
works which take more careful sculpting and revision. For me, 
this kind of work is an example of instant poetry–a poetry that 
you don’t need to manually work on, even if there are a lot of 
other considerations involved.

IS THERE A CRITIQUE HERE?

In the furthest thinking of it, I guess I’d say that there’s an 
impulse toward iconoclasm across the work. That there’s some 
past we need to move beyond. A lot of these poems are poems 
I love or appreciate. So along with critique there’s a sense of 
complicity as well. Of how we have to move beyond. I guess 
that’s one thing that’s clear through the inclusion of Moten at 

WHAT’S THE POINT OF HOLDING ON TO TRADITION OR TRADITIONAL 
FORMS? PARTICULARLY WHEN YOU LOOK AT PRESENT CONDITIONS?

I don’t think there’s any argument that can really be made 
for tradition outside of health and safety. I mean, traditions 
are good for letting us know which mushrooms are good to eat 
and which ones aren’t. And what might be valuable cultural 
knowledge can to a large extent be reduced to that banal level 
as well. I think you’ll notice that aesthetic traditions don’t easily 
fall under that in the same way that medicine or sociology or 
politics do. Aesthetics is almost completely frivolous. There’s 
nothing there that’s worth preserving except for the pleasurable 
aspect of it, which always changes; and there’s something to 
reading or to art or study or whatever that is linked to pleas-
ure. The pleasures of reading. And the link between pleas-
ure and desire where desire of course isn’t about an originary 
absence, but a learned absence. Like the way that poetic form 
is learned. Or the conditions of what should be in a poem are 
learned. The cultural infrastructures which guide poetic artifice. 
And it’s largely inescapable. To work against it is to re-engage 
with it. And this goes beyond the poem itself. It’s tied into the 
reading of a poet, or of a body of work. After all, how do we 
differentiate one poem from another or where we might want 
to say one piece of writing breaks off or doesn’t? Traditions of 
the lyric set certain kinds of bounds, but sequences and books 
confound this. I mean, when you read a poem, what is it that 
tells you it is a poem on its own and not part of the previous 
poem? Or the previous page? How do you know what lines 
belong to single poem? I remember struggling with this when 
reading [Fred] Moten.12 How to understand the wholeness of 
a poem? Or the separation between poems. Which is what he 
gets at when he quotes Rosen talking about Schoenberg and 
dissonance and the disquieting of something being broken off 
when you expect its completion.13 But that’s maybe unrelated 
to this work, where there’s almost more of an appeal to conso-
nance, but it is a broader point that nevertheless remains rele-
vant. About the role of recognition in reading. About being able 
to recognise the object of a poem. Of the wholeness of a poem 
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the front. Which isn’t just an epigraph, but a real part of the 
work. The same way that other poets are in the work. Except 
that he’s the only one besides me who’s really named. And 
that’s important. I think that I came across that passage from 
all that beauty after making the bulk of the piece. For me, it 
was about what comes after iconoclasm to an extent. We can 
think about taking down our institutions and foundations of our 
present systems of inequality and supremacy, but for poetry it’s 
something different. There’s something about the poem itself 
or the idea of a poem that needs to change. And that’s an idea 
about what the form of a poem is or what should or can be 
called a poem. Or if there’s any value to any of that?

NOTES

 1. <nytimes.com/video/opinion/100000006908068/john-baldessari- 
art.html>.
 2. Timo Müller, The African American Sonnet: A Literary History (Jackson: Uni-
versity Press of Mississippi, 2018).
 3. This was something raised by Simone de Beauvoir in The Second Sex (1949) 
and an example taken up in greater detail in my automated translation of Chris-
tine’s Cent Ballades as Explicit hundred walks.
 4. A reference to Audre Lorde’s ‘The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle 
the Master’s House,’ a talk delivered at New York University (1979): ‘What 
does it mean when the tools of a racist patriarchy are used to examine the 
fruits of that same patriarchy? It means that only the most narrow parameters 
of change are possible and allowable.’
 5. Susan Sontag, On Photography (New York: Penguin, 1977), p. 48.
 6. Pascal’s idea of a practiced belief was picked up by Louis Althusser in his 
essay ‘Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses,’ to provide a model for the 
function of ideology: ‘[W]e are indebted to Pascal’s defensive “dialectic” for 
the wonderful formula which will enable us to invert the order of the notional 
schema of ideology. Pascal says more or less: “Kneel down, move your lips in 
prayer, and you will believe.”’ Louis Althusser, ‘Ideology and Ideological State 
Apparatus, (Notes toward an Investigation)’, in Lenin and Philosophy and Other 
Essays, trans. Ben Brewser (New York and London: Monthly Review Press, 
1971), pp. 168–169.
 7. As stated in his essay ‘Projective Verse’: ‘Verse now, 1950, if it is to go 
ahead, if it is to be of essential use, must, I take it, catch up and put into itself 
certain laws and possibilities of the breath, of the breathing of the man who 
writes as well as of his listenings.’ Charles Olson, ‘Projective Verse’, in Collected 
Prose, ed. by Donald Allen and Benjamin Friedlander (Berkeley, Los Angeles 
and London: University of California Press, 1997), p. 239.
 8. These being the last words of so many Black people murdered by the police, 
as particularly noted the case of the murder of George Floyd. <nytimes.com/
interactive/2020/06/28/us/i-cant-breathe-police-arrest.html>.
 9. Berrigan’s 1964 The Sonnets presents a series of sonnets which, while fre-
quently diverting from the formal strictures of a traditional sonnet (meter, 
rhyme scheme, line count, etc.), are nevertheless easily identifiable as ‘sonnets.’
 10. A question asked by Aristotle in his Nichomacean Ethics.
 11. This question being part of the title of Ted Berrigan’s 1962 Master’s thesis 
from the University of Tulsa, ‘The Problem of How to Live as Dealt with in 
Four Plays by George Bernard Shaw’. 
 12. In particular, Fred Moten, all that beauty (Seattle: Letter Machine Editions, 
2019).
 13. Which Moten quotes at the start of the poem ‘photopos’ from all that beauty: 
‘There is nothing inherently unpleasant or nasty about a dissonance: insofar as 
any chord can be said to be beautiful outside of the context of a specific work 
of music, some of the most mellifluous are dissonances. They are even to most 
ears more attractive than consonances, although in one respect less satisfying: 
they cannot be used to end a piece or even a phrase (except, of course, if one 
wants to make an unusual effect of something incomplete, broken off in the 
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middle). It is precisely this effect of ending, this cadential function, that defines 
a consonance. A dissonance is any musical sound that must be resolved, i.e., 
followed by a consonance: a consonance is a musical sound that needs no res-
olution, that can act as the final note, that rounds off a cadence. Which sounds 
are to be consonances is determined at a given historical moment by the pre-
vailing musical style, and consonances have varied radically according to the 
musical system developed in each culture […] It is not, therefore, the human 
ear or nervous system that decides what is a dissonance […] A dissonance is 
defined by its role in the musical “language,” as it makes possible the move-
ment from tension to resolution which is at the heart of what may be generally 
called expressivity.’ (p. 18).
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